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Excused: Chris Meade, Kevin Reed, Ben Brodka, Ian Winbrock

SUMMARY:

Policy drafts were shared with the members for review prior to the meeting.
Approximately 20 policies reviewed. The remaining policies to be reviewed in the January workgroup meeting -

308. Control Devices and Techniques
Due to ORS change –
A small discussion regarding .6
Changes to this policy include:
OLEORESIN CAPSICUM (OC) GUIDELINES has been updated to be more restrictive and a citation has been added.
CROWD CONTROL GUIDELINES has been updated to provide updated guidance consistent with the new law.
ADDITIONAL CROWD CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS has been updated to include additional considerations and new citations.
In DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS, a citation has been updated.

313. Firearms
This update is in response to recommendations from our UO internal audit.
313.2.1 removed outdated policy reference.
313.11 addresses the access and control of our armory.
313.12 segregates duties as recommended. Shares the duties and the risk –

410. Ride Along
Language change, more procedural.
410.2 revised to require assigned watch commander on the day of the scheduled ride, to run CCH/driving record. If approved and once ride is complete, the form will be forwarded to the Executive Coordinator.
510. Current Vehicle Towing (2)
Forwarded to Kevin – GC. A lot of this has to do with procedure, staying within policy. Recommend fixing internally

510. Vehicle Towing (1)
This is a completely revised policy. PURPOSE AND SCOPE has been updated to better reflect the content of this policy. POLICY has been added as a new section for consistency with other policies in your manual. STATE REQUIREMENTS has been added as a subsection in VEHICLES RELATED TO CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS.
Follow up is pending review by General Council

600. Investigations and prosecution
3.3. cleaned up a little language – HB386
Interview of child witness

1043. Personal Appearance Standards
This policy has been updated because legislative action impacts its content. 2021 OR HB 2935, effective Jan. 1, 2022, amended the anti-discrimination law in Oregon. It is unlawful to discriminate based on race, and the law amends the definition of "race" to include physical characteristics associated with race, including but not limited to natural hair, hair texture, and protective hairstyles.
EXEMPTIONS has been added as a new section to include the amended law and provide guidance for accommodations.
In addition, language has been updated to become more gender neutral.

1045. Uniform Regulations
Deleted sections identifying specific policy numbers, deleted Class C uniform and change made to the nameplate requirement.

447. Portable Audio/Video Recorder
Revisiting this policy – attempting to come to a mutual agreement. Lengthy discussion ensued with all engaging; providing many view points and perspectives.
The Victims and Witnesses of Crime section is about the last piece being discussed.
UOPD will meet internally and Kavi with ASUO will meet with some students for feedback before we plan to meet again in January

**Next Meeting Date:** Planning for January 2023

**Workgroup Members:**
UOPD Chief Wade, UOPD Capt. Riley, UOPD UOPA Cpl. Barrett, UOPD Police